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1. Abstract
Information technology has strong relevance in the social and economical environments of
the countries. Education, investments, sustainable growing, natural resources exploration
and exploitation are some of the activities that are negatively affected by the lack of
information. Peripheral countries usually have limited structural and financial resources for
supporting NSDI projects. But at the information age, it is necessary that those countries
will have at least a minimum and efficient information infrastructure, or others resources
and applications that will promote the development of more complex systems.
Like others peripheral countries, Argentina has serious problems with information
availability. Due to the lack of information such as topographical, geological and other kind
of geospatial data, several users like geoscientists, industry, government, etc. have strong
difficulties to make their regional and project studies, especially when digital analysis
should be made. Despite the great effort of different international organisations (UNEP
GRID, Geocover, etc.) to supply free geodata coverage, information could not be efficiently
used and managed without a good technological support. In this context, geographically
integrated satellite image data management systems became an essential part of the NSDI
core system because satellite images can provide the spatial context for different kinds of
spatial datasets and are the main source of different kinds of regional information.
The Argentine Satellite Atlas for Geological and Geographical Studies is a special
cartographic product generated by automatic procedures based on GIS technology and
public and institutional data. The aim of this project is to provide a useful reference
document for students, geologists, cartographers and other earth science professionals, as
well as to create a core data system framework for other Corporate SDI or NSDI projects
and applications. The Argentine Satellite Atlas is not only a cartographic product, but also
it is an integrated product generated by a special structured system where cartography, and
spatial thematical information are managed and coordinated in a systematic way.
This paper describes the conceptual model, digital components, database structure and
cartographic criteria that provided a framework for the Atlas generation. Also we
emphasise the relevance of the constructed system in the development of the organisation
SDI. We propose the development of systems with similar characteristics for peripheral

countries. Such a system can create the basic infrastructure and foundation for other
systematic and national projects.
2. Introduction
In peripheral countries like Argentina the generation of geoinformation infrastructure and
operational applications systems are complicate issues, especially when projects have to
deal with a large territory (about 3.000.000 km2) and insufficient data and financial
resources (Giff and Coleman, 2002). In this context, geoinformation systems design is a
delicate balance among infrastructure capability, hardware and software performance and
capacity, corporate theoretical knowledge and technical experience, data availability and
public requirements (Asato, 2005).
In this context, free spatial data available on Internet can partially solve some of the
problems generated by the lack of digital information. Even so, it is necessary to develop a
special application and information infrastructure to guarantee that those data could be
efficiently managed and well used. In the special case of large territory countries as
Argentina, common digital techniques used in project development are inadequate. The
amount of data and geographic complexity requires the development of operational and
systematic cartographic production systems similar to those used at manufacturing industry
(Asato, 2001, Asato et. al. 1995, Asato and Wright, 2005).
The project “Argentina Satellite Atlas for Geological and Geographical Studies” was
conceived as a complete cartographic and reference product for regional studies. The
special production system was created not only for the Atlas system but also for testing new
core tools and concepts for supporting corporate SDI projects.
More specifically, “The Argentina Satellite Atlas for Geological and Geographical Studies”
is an automated GIS cartographic product based on Landsat TM GEOCOVER data (UNEP,
NASA), elevation grids (GTopo 30, NOAA), institutional geographical information, etc.
The cartographic and management system was organised and constructed, creating a special
database framework and using standards and corporate digital production concepts
developed at the Geological and Mining Survey of Argentina (Asato, et. al. 1996, Asato,
2002, Asato and Candaosa, 2003).
3. SDI and peripheral countries: Argentinean Social and Technical Context
During the last hundred years, Argentina has had serious difficulties trying to create a
complete cartographic coverage of its territory. Some of those historic problems were
related to surveying in an unexplored, sometimes inaccessibly and large territory
(Mazzitelli Mastricchio, 2005). The origins of Argentina territorial cartography were in
straight relationship with the consolidation of Argentina as a national state during the end
of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century. A complete reference about how the
Argentina cartographic institutes interplayed in this context can by found in Lois (2002).
During the second half of the 20th century, the frequent economical and political changes

played and important role because it determines a progressive financial and support
restriction to national cartographic agencies.
Recently, new systematic and cartographic programs at 1:250.000 and 1:100.000 scale has
begun. Although these cartographic projects implied strong efforts by the institutions
involved in them, the frequent change in political and economical environments produced
tough operative difficulties. During the 1996-2000 the Army Geographic Institute (IGM)
have finished the complete topographic coverage of the country at 1:250.000 scale. This
cartographic initiative was sponsored by the Argentina Mining Sector Promotion Project
(PASMA, 1996-2000) with funds provided by the World Bank. The PASMA-IGM
agreement had as objective the creation of a topographical framework for the National
Geological Map Program (national law 24.224). This cartographic surveying was made by
digitising available cartographic information and controlled by georeferenced Landsat TM
images. Since 1996, an analogue geological mapping program has been performing by the
Geological and Mining Survey of Argentina (SEGEMAR). About six years ago other
important cartographic survey initiative at 1:100.000 was begun by the IGM and the
Cartographic Institute of Catalunya (ICC, Catalunya, Spain), but the country economical
crash at 2001 momentarily stopped the survey operations (IGM, GIS Day IGM Institutional
Presentation 2004).
Despite the strong efforts of the institutions involve, the results are not always at the level
that information management, spatial integration and analysis requires. Budgetary and
resource restrictions are probably the most important constraint over data quality because
they have strong incidence on how the survey was made. In unstable working
environments, survey methods involved in data capture process will be controlled by
changing resources and feelings instead technical matters. Appropriateness of cartographic
thematic and spatial data generalisation, and data representation accuracy are the first
affected cartographic parameters. Unstable operational environment also creates products
with different and unknown data limitations and constraints, which are difficult to describe
at metadata. Most of the times, data problems are only known by technicians who
participate in the surveys or, in other cases, data limitations became only evident at the
moment of processing them by digital techniques or evaluating processing results. This
scenario is absolutely not desirable, because consistent spatial data manipulation and
management becomes strongly limited. Data integration and cartographic automatic
processing became difficult and resulting products or analysis will have dangerous
inconsistencies.
The development of SDI projects is not only defined by the condition of the data, but also
by the status of information framework and capacity (When de Montalvo, 2004), and the
idea that society have about it (Rajabifard et al., 2002). Although, significant government
GIS projects begun at least 15 years ago, Argentina had been having several difficulties to
transform those initiatives in sustainable projects.
As stated by Pilar Vásquez (2004), the difficulties experimented by the South America
countries involves some of those previously describes by the Mapping Scientific
Committee in the United States (MSC, 1993) and also others inherent to the region. Other
particular kind of problems are those related to specific cultural characteristics and

structural difficulties that other peripheral or Latin countries also have (Giff and Coleman,
2002; de Man and van den Toorn, 2002; Rajabifard et. al., 2002). Some of those are the
lack of financial and human resources, political envision, limitation to knowledge access,
particular perception of what technology is, difficulties to generate and accept standards,
decisions centralized in only few persons, frequently changing political and economical
environment, etc. In addition, we observed that, in Argentina, SDI projects usually fail in
technological management and project design concerns, perhaps because corporate and
production GIS concept has not strong roots in the society.
4. Development of the Satellite Atlas Concept
It is well known that SDI is understood as “the technology, policies, standards, and human
resources necessary to acquire, process, store, distribute, and improve utilization of
geospatial data” (US Executive Order 12906). In the context of SEGEMAR roles and
objectives, a more specific definition is needed for guiding the development of the
organizational GIS. The Government Institutional GIS concept was defined by several
criteria defining the information administrative context, giving some guidelines about
standards of data quality and liability, and defining lineaments about processing capacity
and system structure (Asato et. al. 1996, Asato 2001, 2005).
The Government Institutional GIS (GIGIS) is characterized by the following properties:
•

Standardized thematic and digital information which offers to users and developers
a comprehensive data structure

•

General use oriented and open data structure design which facilitate the data
integration –in thematic and logical terms- with other agencies or NSDI levels as
well as specific projects.

•

Use of legal or recognized data source, which define the data quality, liability and
reliability.

•

Large database managing and operational capability that facilitates the access and
management of data.

•

Use of common cartographic index system in order to preserve the spatial
consistence and promote the data sharing with other government agencies.

•

Definition of systematic patterns for data entry and production methods where all of
the production processes and methods are well known.

•

Metadata organized in a clearinghouse system.

Throughout this few statements we tried to define the nature of Government Institutional
GIS, so that it can be easily followed and, at the same time, we tried to be not restrictive
respecting new concepts and methodologies that could be developed. This concept also was

formulated taking into account the SEGEMAR spatial data hierarchy into the national
context.
As mention above, the socio-technological dependency of SDI projects were described by
several authors ( Asato, 2001; Rajabifard et. al., 2002; When de Montalvo 2004). About
this point we concluded that although the conceptual support of any working group could
be the appropriate, the social-technological context has strong influence over the group
development possibilities and the disadvantages of a non favourable context could not kept
away. In other words, the development limit is determined by the social-technological
context nor the group know-how.
Since 1996 the GIS Unit of SEGEMAR has been developing the digital cartographic
production system for the Geological Mapping Program with success. Despite his good
conceptual model for project developing, the unit could not completely avoid the contextual
influence of social-technological environment. Thus, a special strategy -based on the
development of a public product that quickly publish the experience of the SEGEMAR GIS
unit and foster the technical relationships with other agencies- was designed. We were
looking for a product that satisfied multiple institutional and country necessities and also
illustrate to the general public and technicians the capability of a system organized
according to Government Institutional GIS concept. In this way we developed the Satellite
Image Atlas, a series of uniform and accurate cartographic products that cover all of the
country, at 1:1.000.000 scale, so that users will have a complete panorama of the territory.
In order to satisfied the previously stated GIGIS requirements, we defined a series of
specific objectives, so that the social-technical and production expectations were fulfilled
in the context of the constraints defined by the institutional structural limitations.
4.1 Social-technological objectives:
•

Illustrate the necessity and importance of systematic projects and corporate GIS
concepts as tools for supporting consistent, operative and successfully SDI projects.

•

Illustrate the importance of the role of specific SDI and production concepts in the
development of consistent production and corporate systems.

•

Promote the awareness about the importance of standards, SDI concepts, production
and corporate GIS concepts by presenting a product difficult to replicate using
traditional digital manual edition techniques.

•

Create a product that help the argentine society to understand the GIS integration
capabilities and benefits by an attractive artefact with cartographic quality and
where a large amount of data was integrated.

•

Create the awareness about the fact that, in peripheral countries, it is possible to
create consistent SDI application and product with little resources, if a thorough
project planning is made.

4.2 Social objectives
•

Create a useful cartographic reference document specially for students, geologists,
cartographers, other earth science professionals and the public in general.

•

Promote the insertion of the Geological and Mining Survey of Argentina and the
interest of geological science in the Argentinean society.

4.3 Operative and organisational objectives:
•

Create a image database framework and automatic cartographic production system
for supporting map images on demand.

•

Create a satellite data framework as support for different systematic cartographic
products especially where other contextual geographic information is not available
or not appropriate.

•

Create a support for other derived applications as the Visual Interpretation Keys
Areas Geo-database System and Geographic Features Names Visualization System.

•

To strengthen the GIS Unit production and integration capacity by the above
enumerated operative objectives.

4.5 System development objectives:
•

Test bed system for Institutional GIS concept.

•

Test bed for new developed cartographic production programs and concepts.

4.6 Constraints defined by the institutional structural limitations
•
•
•

Develop a map production system using available equipment.
Develop the product with not extra funds.
Create a product in a limited time with only two working persons.

5. Cartographic Design and Product Description
Although digital cartography involves a series of tools created for accelerating the
productions rhythms, the cartographic design is still a process that demand a considerable
amount of time (chart 2). In the context of digital automatic map production this period of
time increase because automatism requires the study of cartographic components behaviour
under different conditions. In other words, it is necessary identify patterns in the display
representation, and analyse how the map layout and structure changes at different data and
geographical conditions. In this way, it is possible design a program model and

programming routines that will be applied in a repetitive and systematic form. We had to
study how the map area changes, identify which components could be automated or not,
analyse how the different spatial objects displayed, check the limitations of the selected
data, among others studied problems.
Automatism also create a special conditions for map production: layouts are normalized
and, between certain limits, map quality remain constant, but impose limits to the artistic
creativity. In the other hand, equipment performance and characteristics impose other
constraints. It is necessary to evaluate how the equipment react displaying different
geographical objects, making spatial queries, etc., studying the time and difficulties
involved in each process. Also evaluate resources utilization (memory, CPU and disk
space) and how those factors affect the production structure. In this context, it is necessary
to contrast productions requirement vs. the kind of map that is wanted.
The Satellite Image Atlas is composed by several generic maps of all the Argentinean
territory and nearly 80 specific maps at 1:1.000.000 scale organised by the standard
Argentinean 1:500.000 map grid index system. Maps are formatted in A3 paper size and
printed at full colour.
By introducing all the necessary information, avoiding redundancies, each map can be
handled as a separate entity or forming a whole in the Atlas form. With this design strategy
we were looking for the possibility that users can adjust their budget by acquiring only one
map, a set of them, or the complete Atlas.
Satellite image maps are composed by the following elements: the main map frame, with a
processed Geocover satellite composition and relate geographical information, titles,
coordinate grids, scales, index map, and the legend. At the back side we have located
different index maps, and the regional geology schema.
Because satellite image interpretation requires a special training, the map design include an
automated generated satellite key legend –each one specific for each representation- that
help users for interpreting the satellite image. The land use classification was specially
designed for this project and was inspired in the rules and criteria defined by Anderson
(1976) and CORINE (1993). In addition there are a short complementary text explaining
the characteristics of Landsat TM spectral information.

fig 1. Final Cartographic Product (front side)

fig 2 Final Cartographic Product (back side)

6. Cartographic Production and Management System
6.1 Hardware and Software Description
The atlas project was adjusted to hardware, software and facilities available at SEGEMAR
by using special digital procedures design, performance tests and effective programming. A
summary of the hardware and software configuration and functions are shown in chart 1.
Hardware

Operating
Software
Function
system
Sun Enterprise 250,
Solaris 6
Arc-info 8.0 (node lock) Programming, data entry,
400 mhz
database management and
processing, data integration
and display
Pc Pentium 200 Mhz, Windows X-Terminal
Unix system access
32 mb RAM
NT4.0
Pentium II, 400 Mhz Windows X-Terminal
Unix system access
250mb RAM
NT4.0
Pentium III 996 Mhz, Windows Erdas Imagine
Image processing
1Gb RAM
2000
Pentium Pro 200 Mhz, Red Hat
Unix applications
File server and backup
128 mb
Linux 5
(samba, tar, etc.)
system
Pentium III 800 Mhz, Windows Corel-Draw 9
Cartographic finishing
250 mb RAM
NT4.0
Xerox Docucolor 450 Windows Proprietary Xerox
printing system
/ Fiery
NT4.0
printer management
software and postscript
rendering system
Chart 1. Hardware, software configuration and functions

6.2 Geo-Information Systems
The system design conception was based on centralised network geospatial database
arquitecture (archive oriented) and composed by different modules or subsystems. Their
relationships are summarize in figure 3:
Image catalogue system
Geographic features names system
Visual interpretation key areas geodatabase and display system
Cartographic database management system
Corporate spatial libraries
Image Catalogue System
An image catalogue is an organised collection of spatially referenced images that can be
accessed as one logical image (ESRI, 1999). The catalogue construction involved several
steps: a) GEOCOVER images were degraded to 1/3 the original pixel size by pixel average
method, as a technique to avoid resampling problems at 1:1.000.000 and 1:500.000 scale

and reducing data volume; b) those images were projected to national standard projection
system, the POSGAR reference, based on Gauss-Kruger projection and WGS84 ellipsoid;
c) the obtained images were mosaiqued and reorganized in the corresponding seven
cartographic POSGAR zones of the Argentine Republic territory.
Geographic Features Names System
This is a special database-application constructed for administering geographic name
places. With this kind of system cartographic names can be easily managed: a) places
without geographical object reference may also be included; b) names are much more
efficiently managed by centralizing information in one database; c) data could be spatially
indexed by relating the data to the national map grid; d) names could be used in different
map scales and representations (Leskinen, 2002, Asato and Wright, 2004b). c) Geographic
Features Names Systems are considered as part of the core framework of NSDI (Luzet and
Murakami, 2004). Although the cartographic name system was specially constructed for the
Atlas project, this new development also reinforced the institutional GIS capability. The
Geographic Features database was constructed based on public georeferenced names lists
(www.igm.gov.ar) and positional errors were corrected respecting the Image Catalogue.
Visual Interpretation Keys Areas Geodatabase and Display System
The visual interpretation keys area geo-database is a system composed by a list of areas
were different features that could be used as examples of visual interpretation of the
Landsat TM images are identified. Those areas are related to corresponding maps and are
classified inspired in the CORINE criteria (CORINE, 1993). Associated with this
information some AMLs programs create specific visual interpretation reference for each
image maps (Asato and Wright, 2004a).
Cartographic Database Management System
The cartographic database management system is part of the institutional cartographic
production system that generates the maps corresponding to regular geological surveying.
In few words, is composed by a general database with specific map information at different
scales, map grid coverages, and management and production applications. Sheet number,
names, area, and geographic boundaries are some of the items included in this system.
Mapping applications get those information for obtain contextual information, creating
titles, frames, geographical coordinate grids, etc.(Asato et al 1996, Asato 2002)
Corporate Spatial Libraries and Graphical Libraries, and Data Dictionaries
Since 1996, the SEGEMAR GIS Unit has been developing its corporate digital cartographic
production system (Asato et. al 1996, Asato 2001, 2002, 2003). During this time a set of
digital standards, data dictionaries, symbols, patterns and colour palettes have been
performing. There are also a complete set of basic geographic datasets at small scale that
support the main map production in the form of index, location, contextual, illustrative
maps, etc. Other auxiliary objects like logos, scales, and more recently pre-constructed
maps are stored as graphics files.

6.3 Production Process
The production process (chart 2) involves the geoinformation system construction, data
preparation, data integration and extraction, and cartographic finishing process:
Data Preparation Process
Beyond of the cartographic digitising techniques and cartographic tolerances commonly
used in GIS, there are other subjects not always considered when a spatial database system
is constructed. Integrity constraint in spatial databases and thematic and spatial consistency
are subjects that must be observed in order to preserve the semantics of data structures, data
quality and in other aspects the coherence of map display and representation. According to
the classification proposed by Cockcroft (1997), only topological and semantic integrity
constraint were applied. From the domain of positional accuracy, different dataset were
checked respecting the Image Catalogue. From the domain of representation, the spatial
relationships among different kind of geographic object were also checked, i.e., geographic
object must correspond to the images feature form and fit in it, rivers must be located at
valleys, etc. Other integrity aspects as thematic consistency (classification uniformity) and
data completeness were checked.
From the set of digital data available for Argentina at 1:250.000 to 1:2.500.000 we only
selected those data that comply with the enumerated consistency and integrity rules or, in
other cases, essential datasets that could be corrected in a prudential period of time were
evaluated. At this time besides GEOCOVER information, we incorporated the political
administrative division (IGM; National Commission for Space Applications, CONAE),
Geographic Features Names System, and other point topographical and cultural data
features like mountains and cities (SEGEMAR). Some essential spatial information
required by the Atlas that no comply with the last enumerate quality rules, was included
only at the category of cartographic diagram as the regional geology map.
In addition of the edition and correction of consistency problems, spatial data where
classified and identified according to the SEGEMAR Digital Standards. This process also
creates a link with data dictionaries and symbols libraries, and facilitates the display and
data extraction process.

Main production stages
Product concept and map composition
design
Image and image database preparation
(image reprojection, degradation, mosaic)
Data preparation
(data input, correction, spatial data structure
construction, auxiliary graphical libraries
creation)
System design and programming
Automatic integration
(GIS integration and display)
Cartographic finishing
(graphic edition)
Product revision and evaluation

Relative production times
15%
20%
20%
8%
4%
15%
18%

Chart 2. Production process stages and relative production times

Data Integration and Extraction Process.
The digital cartographic production system of SEGEMAR are supported by several AML
programs developed since 1996. The last developments include modular programming
following criteria given by object oriented methodology (Martin and Deele, 1994). Some of
those programs were used in other regional project with success (Asato, 2005). In this
project we also made some tests in a new derived set of programs based on the creation of
different cartographic objects starting from the map code that identify the general
characteristics of the map area, the generation of parameter lists that can be revised by
operators, and then the construction of the cartographic object. This method is quite
different than the early adopted by the GIS unit. This strategy take more control over
automatic process and update because individual cartographic objects can be updated
instead the whole map and the integration could be made quickly.
Cartographic Finishing Process
The quality level of GIS generated maps is actually a matter of strong discussion that are
out of the scope of this work. At the present state of GIS technology, cartographic finishing
is a necessary final step that has to be done using commercial design and drafting programs.
The cartographic finishing processes are adopted due to the limitations and integration
problems related to the difference between the semantics of GIS and Digital Cartographic
Techniques (DCT). In few words, the first is a data oriented system and the second is
representation and artistic oriented system (cartographic design oriented). Therefore,
semantics differences could be found in the meaning of data layers. In GIS layer means a
group of geographic datasets that could be aggregated by their attributes properties,
geometrical and spatial structure and dependencies but in DCT layers means a group of
graphical features convenient grouped by similar graphical structure (colors, line size,
patterns, etc.). This conceptual divergence is also reflected in digital procedures like buffer

creation. In GIS, buffer means a corridor created at certain distance from and object or
group of objects. DCT buffers could be made for creating artistic halos, like sea halos,
around several objects and are not necessarily created at specific distance. More
specifically halos have constraints like; if are very small, inside islands should be deleted;
sharp and close shapes must be avoided, etc.
It is also convenient the separation of GIS and DCT in different concepts because certain
DCT edition processes may affect the spatial database integrity by changing its spatial
semantic, and positional and representation consistency. GIS edition procedures must take
care of original data capture condition and also conserve the topological logical and
geographical-cartographical semantic structure (data and cartographic model).
According to these concepts, maps generated by GIS are considered as an intermediate
product. The GIS – DCT integration problem was resolved by organizing the GIS output in
different files according to the data structure required by drafting programs (Asato and
Candaosa, 2003). GIS output was decomposed in graphical layers ( in the meaning
mentioned above ), were geographical objects were selected and aggregated by their
graphical characteristics and display hierarchy, and incorporated to one graphical file.
The cartographic finishing process deal with process that automatism can not resolve or
with aesthetical problems that are easily corrected by hand. DCT also allow the application
of special digital procedures which can not be done or are difficult to do using GIS due to
its nature.
Future Developments
The created technological and geoinformation infrastructure will promote the development
of new systematic products, specially those that need contextual information. At present,
there are other projects in progress like: others specific versions of the Argentina Satellite
Atlas, the Metallogenic Atlas of South America (Zappettini, 1998, 2001; Zappettini and
Asato 2004), the Geographical Features Names System, etc.

fig 3. Satellite Atlas Production and Subsystem Relationships Schema
Conclusions
Peripheral countries with large territories, like Argentina, need the development of new
techniques for massive data collecting, and the creation of special cartographic production
systems and management framework, in order to fulfil the national information
requirements. In such countries, where there are not enough information available, satellite
image are considered as a valuable source of data. To took the greatest advantages of this
information, a special production and management frameworks must be developed.
As stated above, although the conceptual support of any working SDI group could be the
appropriate, the socio-technological context has strong influence over the group
development possibilities and the disadvantages of a non favourable context could not kept
away. In other words, the development limit is determined by the social-technological
context nor the group know-how. When the social-technical context is not favourable for
the development of SDI systems, a special strategy that promote the awareness about the
importance of SDI systems in the development of the countries is needed. In this case we

adopt the Satellite Image Atlas as strategy to illustrate the experience of the SEGEMAR
GIS unit to the public, and foster the technical relationships with other agencies.
We presented here the Government Institutional GIS concept as a general recommendation
to be used in national, state or provincial agencies that work with regional and
environmental data at scales between 1:500.000 to 1:50.000. The extrapolation of the
presented criteria to more detailed information may imply an adjusting of the model. Those
criteria are general guidelines for the construction of SDI production capabilities in
governmental institutions. They provide the conceptual basement and basic tools in the
design and management of different projects. The GIGIS reflects the experience obtained
by the development of the SEGEMAR Regional Geology GIS and other several projects
from a little more than a decade (1994-2006).
The Argentine Satellite Atlas for Geological and Geographical Studies is a high quality
cartographic product that has been developed by using a GIS technology and integrating
special geodata management and digital cartographic techniques. It is also a valuable
reference document that facilitates the comprehension and development of different
regional studies of the country. The Atlas promotes the knowledge of spatial phenomena in
the geographical context because it links satellite technology and geographical information.
It facilitates the geographical and earth processes comprehension by introducing the general
public to the countless applications of satellite images and geographical information
technology. Spatial features, such as economical activities, water resources, transportation
infrastructure, urbanism, territorial planning, natural resources, etc. can be easily identified
(Wright and Asato, 2005). It also links remote sensing technology and education by
providing the basis for understanding the satellite data nature and its relationships with the
geographical space (Wright and Asato, 2005).
Using automated cartographic procedures –similar to industrial production methods- it was
possible to create a cartographic product in a short time (2070 working hours/man, first
edition) with little human resources (two persons). This automated process also gives a
much more consistent way for cartographic error handling, facilitating map corrections.
This project has also allowed the creation of a technological basement and geoinformation
infrastructure, which will promote the development of new systematic products.
The development of cartographic and management systems with characteristics similar to
those described in this paper are proposed for the construction of minima SDI capability in
peripheral countries. This basic and powerful infrastructure can create the foundation for
other systematic and national projects by providing a general framework for data
organisation and harmonisation at small scales, as well as provide the basis for creating
corporate cartographic and on line products for educational, commercial, industrial, or
government purposes. We have shown how a Satellite Image Atlas constructed with limited
resources in a non favourable social-technological context can be developed as an strategy
to create the awareness of the main advantages of SDI projects.
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